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SUMMARY

A fundamental goal in memory research is to under-
stand what class of learning problem the hippo-
campus is uniquely designed to solve. While much
controversy surrounds the particular types of mem-
ories the hippocampus is thought to support, one
hypothesized function possibly linking divergent
frameworks is the capacity to bind mnemonic repre-
sentations across spatial and temporal gaps in our
experience. In our current functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) study, we systematically con-
trolled the extent to which a target and an event
detail have to be integrated across spatiotemporal
discontiguities during associative memory forma-
tion. Although the encoding task, the type of associ-
ation, and subsequent memory performance were
held constant, engagement of the hippocampus
during successful associative binding was directly
modulated by increases in spatial and temporal dis-
contiguities across episodic elements. These results
suggest that a core mnemonic function of the hippo-
campus is to bridge representational gaps in our
experience.

INTRODUCTION

Episodic memories allow us to relive experiences that typically

contain multiple disparate elements and unfold over extended

time windows (Tulving, 1985). In order to be accessible for future

retrieval, these elements have to be associatively linked into

a durable memory trace. The leading neural mechanism pro-

posed to underlie associative memory formation is synaptic

long-term potentiation (LTP). Specifically, if two neurons coacti-

vate within �100 ms, future synaptic transmission is potentiated

(Levy and Steward, 1983). This time window, however, poses

a conundrum; how are representations that are discontiguous

in space and time, and thus experienced across temporal gaps

larger than 100 ms, made amenable to the temporal demands

of LTP in order to get bound into episodic memory?

To date, a few computational models have incorporated the

capacity to bridge spatiotemporal discontiguities as a core func-

tion of the hippocampal memory system (Lisman, 1999; Wallen-
stein et al., 1998). These models are inspired by examination of

the kinds of deficits seen in animals following hippocampal

damage. Namely, lesion studies in rats have shown that spatial

navigation requires an intact hippocampus when performance

relies on cues that are spatially distributed, but not when the

same cues are clustered and overlap (Eichenbaum et al., 1990;

O’Keefe and Conway, 1980). Moreover, in classical conditioning

paradigms, successful acquisition of conditioned stimulus (CS) -

unconditioned stimulus (US) associations has been shown to rely

on the hippocampus in trace conditioning, where CS and US are

separated by a temporal gap, but not in delay conditioning,

where CS and US overlap in time (Clark and Squire, 1998;

Solomon et al., 1986).

Direct empirical evidence for a role of the human hippocampus

in bridging spatiotemporal discontiguities would not only eluci-

date how the disparate elements of our experiences are inte-

grated, but would also offer key insights into the much debated

functional contribution of the hippocampus to episodic memory

formation (Squire et al., 2004). Competing extant models of

hippocampal function posit that it supports spatial memory

(Bird and Burgess, 2008), relational memory (Cohen and Eichen-

baum, 1993), conjunctive learning (O’Reilly and Rudy, 2001), or

recollection- rather than familiarity-based recognition (Eichen-

baum et al., 2007). Although these models differ in their details,

upon closer examination they appear to share the idea that the

hippocampus plays a role in forming mnemonic links between

elements that are initially experienced across representational

gaps, such that those separate representations can later be

accessed together. Thus, one principal role of the hippocampus

in human memory formation might be directly related to the need

to overcome representational gaps across episodic elements.

Many neuroimaging studies in humans that find hippocampal

engagement during the successful binding of event details

happened to present those details discontiguous in space (Jack-

son and Schacter, 2004; Kirwan and Stark, 2004; Staresina and

Davachi, 2006, 2008) or time (Qin et al., 2007). However, none of

these studies systematically varied the demand to integrate the

same event detail across increasing gaps in space and time.

It therefore remains unclearwhether humanhippocampalengage-

ment is directly modulated by the need to integrate episodic

elements across representational gaps or whether the binding of

any elements, irrespective of whether they are presented overlap-

ping or discontiguous, will engage hippocampal mechanisms.

In this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we

directly tested whether the successful binding of representations
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across different levels of spatiotemporal discontiguity will lead to

functional activation changes in the human hippocampus. On

each trial, a target object and an associated event detail (color)

were presented in one of three ways: On combined presenta-

tions, the object was shown in a specific color, constituting an

overlapping target-detail association with minimal demands on

integration. On spatially discontiguous presentations, the color

was presented spatially separated from the object, and on spatio-

temporally discontiguous presentations, the object and the asso-

ciated color were additionally separated in time (Figure 1A). For all

trials, participants were instructed to perform the same encoding

task: to decide if the integrated representation (the object in the

respective color) was plausible in the real world. Thus, while the

types of episodic elements (object and color) and decision

processes (plausibility judgments) were held constant, the only

difference between experimental conditions was the format of

the event representation and the corresponding need to over-

come representational discontiguities in order to bind the target

object with the specific color. A subsequent surprise memory

test was used to determine which encoding trials resulted in

successful object encoding and, critically, in successful

mnemonic integration of the object and the associated color

(Figure 1B). If hippocampal encoding operations are critical for

bridging representational gaps in experience, it is expected that

the engagement of the hippocampus in successful binding will

systematically increase across the three presentation conditions,

despite the fact that the remembered detail per se is invariant.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results
As shown in Table 1, during encoding participants distributed

their plausibility ratings for the object/color combinations evenly

Figure 1. Experimental Design

(A) Example trials for each presentation condition, illustrating systematically

increasing representational gaps between object and color.

(B) Surprise memory test. For objects classified as ‘‘old,’’ memory for the asso-

ciated color (including confidence ratings) was assessed.
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across the three response options (low, medium, and high plau-

sibility). Assessed via a repeated-measures ANOVA, there was

no difference in the proportion of Plausibility Ratings (low,

medium, high) across participants (F(2,34) = 2.15, p > .12).

More critically, given that we previously found a direct relation-

ship between plausibility ratings and subsequent memory per-

formance (Staresina et al., 2009), it was important to establish

that plausibility ratings did not differ across presentation condi-

tions. Indeed, as reflected by the absence of an interaction

between Plausibility Ratings and Presentation Condition (com-

bined, spatially discontiguous, spatiotemporally discontiguous)

(F(4,68) = .23, p > .91), the distribution of plausibility ratings did

not differ across the three presentation conditions.

Response times (Table 2), separated for trials leading to

successful versus unsuccessful subsequent color memory,

showed no main effect of Color Binding (successful, unsuccess-

ful) (F(1,17) = .30, p > .58), nor a Color Binding 3 Presentation

Condition interaction (F(2,34) = .76, p > .91). These results indi-

cate that participants did not spend differentially more time on

successful compared to unsuccessful object/color binding

during discontiguous trials. Note that there was a significant

main effect of Presentation Condition on response times

(F(2,34) = 744.36, p < .001), due to the fact that participants

were on average �200 ms faster to indicate their plausibility

rating following object onset during spatiotemporally discontigu-

ous compared to spatially discontiguous and combined trials,

respectively. Although this may not be surprising given that

participants had 1 s to process the color before object onset

during spatiotemporally discontiguous trials, this result empha-

sizes the difference in the trial structure during spatiotemporally

discontiguous trials. For this reason, we avoid any direct

comparisons across presentation conditions and it deserves

Table 1. Plausibility Ratings during Encoding

Plausibility Rating (%)

Presentation Condition Low Medium High

Combined 35.59 (3.01) 35.64 (3.11) 28.77 (3.17)

Spatially discontiguous 37.12 (2.98) 34.64 (2.20) 28.25 (3.01)

Spatiotemporally discontiguous 37.46 (2.54) 34.72 (2.25) 27.82 (2.18)

Average proportion of plausibility ratings for object/color combinations

(‘‘low,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ or ‘‘high’’ plausibility) across participants (standard

error of the mean shown in parentheses).

Table 2. Response Times during Successful and Unsuccessful

Color Binding Trials

Response Time after Object Onset (s)

Presentation Condition

Successful

Color Binding

Unsuccessful

Color Binding

Combined 1.91 (.09) 1.91 (.09)

Spatially discontiguous 1.93 (.09) 1.91 (.10)

Spatiotemporally discontiguous 1.72 (.08) 1.72 (.09)

Average response times in seconds for plausibility ratings following

object onset across participants (standard error of the mean shown in

parentheses).
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emphasis that our main hypotheses focus on comparing the

difference between successful versus unsuccessful color

binding across presentation conditions and thus control for

differences across presentation conditions per se.

Turning to subsequent memory performance, behavioral data

show that the three presentation conditions did not differ with

respect to subsequent object recognition or color memory

(Table 3). Applying repeated-measures ANOVAs, we first

observed no effect of the factor Presentation Condition on sub-

sequent object recognition (F(2,34) = 2.27, p > .11). Second, no

effect of Presentation Condition was seen on subsequent overall

color memory, taken as the proportion of all valid encoding trials

within each presentation condition (F(2,34) = .70, p > .49), or as

the proportion of correctly recognized trials (‘‘hits’’) only

(F(2,34) = 2.29, p > .11). For objects correctly recognized, color

memory was well above chance (25%) in all three presentation

conditions (all ts(17) > 14.02, p < .001). Finally, no effect of

Presentation Condition was seen on subsequent high confi-

dence color memory, taken as the proportion of all valid encod-

ing trials within each presentation condition (F(2,34) = 1.78, p >

.17) or as the proportion of correct color memory trials only

(F(2,34) = 1.51, p > .23). These data suggest (1) that the success

of both object encoding and color binding was unaffected by the

presentation condition and (2) that the resulting color memory

traces were qualitatively similar across the presentation condi-

tions as assessed via confidence ratings.

fMRI Results
The critical factors in this study were Presentation Condition, i.e.,

the representational format in which a target object and an asso-

ciated color were presented (combined, spatially discontiguous,

or spatiotemporally discontiguous), and Color Binding, i.e., the

success or failure of incorporating these two elements into an

episodic memory trace (successful or unsuccessful). As outlined

in the Introduction, we hypothesized that increasing representa-

tional gaps between a target and an associated event detail

would result in increasing engagement of hippocampal encoding

operations in order to bind these elements into an episodic

memory trace. In other words, we predicted to see an interaction

of Presentation Condition and Color Binding in hippocampal

Table 3. Subsequent Memory Performance

Correct Color Memory (%)

Presentation Condition

Object

Recognition

(%) Total

High

Confidence

Combined 81.43 (3.26) 57.92 (3.36) 35.71 (3.87)

Spatially discontiguous 85.08 (2.04) 58.60 (2.47) 34.24 (3.23)

Spatiotemporally

discontiguous

83.57 (2.45) 56.20 (3.33) 31.92 (3.24)

Average proportion of encoding trials resulting in successful object

recognition (‘‘hits’’) and successful color memory across participants

(standard error of the mean shown in parentheses). Color memory is

shown for overall (collapsed across confidence ratings) as well as for

‘‘high confidence’’ correct responses as a proportion of all valid encoding

trials within each presentation condition.
activation during encoding, such that stronger color binding

effects would be seen for discontiguous object/color presenta-

tions.

Omnibus F Test

As a first step, to approach our fMRI data in an entirely unbiased

manner, we identified medial temporal lobe (MTL) regions that

were sensitive to any effect of our experimental factors. This

was done via a voxelwise omnibus F test in the context of

a repeated-measures ANOVA, entering participant-specific

beta weights for each of the six conditions (Presentation Condi-

tion (3) 3 Color Binding (2)) as dependent measures. For voxels

whose F statistic surpassed the threshold of p < .001 (uncor-

rected, with a minimum of five contiguous voxels), follow-up

analyses were then conducted to examine the underlying

effects. As shown in Figure 2A, the only MTL cluster that

emerged from the omnibus F test was located in the right anterior

hippocampus (peak xyz = 27, �9, �21). Follow-up analysis on

participant-specific beta weights averaged across the hippo-

campal cluster revealed a significant main effect of Color Binding

(F(1,17) = 9.89, p < .01), and most critically, a significant Color

Binding 3 Presentation Condition interaction (F(2,34) = 3.87,

p < .05). As illustrated in Figure 2C, this interaction was due to

the color binding effect (i.e., the difference in encoding activation

between successful minus unsuccessful color binding trials)

showing a stepwise increase in magnitude from combined to

spatially discontiguous to spatiotemporally discontiguous trials.

Further analysis of the color binding effect across presentation

conditions revealed that the effect did not differ from zero

(assessed via a two-tailed, one-sample t test) for combined trials

(t(17) = .12, p > .89), but was significantly greater than zero for

spatially discontiguous trials (t(17) = 2.49, p < .05) and—to

a greater extent—significantly greater than zero for spatiotempo-

rally discontiguous trials (t(17) = 3.98, p < .005). This stepwise

increase was formally confirmed by a significant linear term

underlying the Color Binding 3 Presentation Condition interac-

tion (F(1,17) = 10.96, p < .005).

Briefly summarized, the results of our omnibus F test revealed

a cluster in the right anterior hippocampus that showed no effect

of color binding for combined object/color presentations, but an

increasingly significant color binding effect as the representa-

tional discontiguity between object and color increased.

However, a critical question is whether this pattern is indeed

driven by the increasing demand to overcome representational

discontiguities in the service of episodic binding, or whether it

can be accounted for by enhanced overall difficulty/working

memory demands during discontiguous trials. To address the

possibility that the differential hippocampal binding effects

reflect differential levels of overall effort during discontiguous

trials, we first isolated, via a parametric analysis (Buchel et al.,

1998), regions in which trial-by-trial changes in BOLD signal

covary with response times for the plausibility ratings. To be

explicit, this analysis identified regions whose engagement

was directly modulated by response time, in the sense that trials

for which the plausibility rating is given relatively late induce

enhanced activation in those regions, compared to trials for

which the plausibility rating is given relatively early. Given the

different timing parameters for the spatiotemporally discontigu-

ous presentation trials (see behavioral results above), this was
Neuron 63, 267–276, July 30, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 269
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first done separately for each presentation condition. The result-

ing statistical parametric maps were then collapsed across

presentation conditions, yielding a statistical parametric map

that highlights regions that are sensitive to trial-by-trial variations

in response latency across all conditions in our experimental

paradigm. As shown in Figure S1 (available online), this analysis

revealed a network of brain regions, which included, among

others, frontal and parietal regions consistently related to

working memory processes (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002;

D’Esposito et al., 1995, 1998; Ravizza et al., 2004; Smith and

Jonides, 1999; Wager and Smith, 2003). This result indicates

that we had sufficient power in our paradigm to detect regions

directly modulated by overall time on task/difficulty/working

memory demands as captured by response latencies. This para-

metric modulation map was then used as a mask to exclude

regions from the above omnibus F test that show modulations

by overall effort in our paradigm. Critically, the right hippocampal

cluster survived this exclusive mask, even when using a very

liberal threshold of p < .1 (uncorrected, no minimum cluster size

required). This result strongly suggests that the differential hippo-

campal binding effects we observed as a function of representa-

tional discontiguity do not reflect mere increases in overall diffi-

culty/working memory demands across presentation conditions.

Figure 2. Object/Color Binding across Representa-

tional Gaps in the Hippocampus

(A) Medial temporal lobe clusters emerging from an unbiased

whole-brain omnibus F test, overlaid on the mean anatomical

image across subjects.

(B) Differential color binding effects (arbitrary units; B success-

ful – B unsuccessful) in the right hippocampus across presen-

tation conditions. Hippocampal color binding effects increase

systematically as object/color representations become

increasingly discontiguous across space and time. Error

bars show standard error of the mean.

(C) Complementary peristimulus time courses are shown for

each presentation condition during successful (solid lines)

and unsuccessful (dashed lines) color binding trials. C, com-

bined trials; Sd, spatially discontiguous trials; STd, spatiotem-

porally discontiguous trials; n.s., not significant (p > .1);

*p < .05; **p < .005.

Finally, we wanted to assess whether other brain

regions showed a pattern of encoding activation

similar to the one we found in the hippocampus.

Thus, we extended the omnibus F test to the whole

brain, masking out regions that (1) showed a modu-

lation by response latency (using the parametric

mask described above) and (2) would exhibit an

inverse color binding effect, i.e., enhanced activa-

tion for unsuccessful relative to successful color

binding (see Experimental Procedures). The only

cluster that resulted from this analysis (in addition

to the right hippocampal cluster) was located in

the left occipital cortex (peak xyz = �9, �93, �6).

However, the follow-up analysis revealed only a

main effect of Presentation Condition (F(2,34) =

9.69, p < .001), but no effect of Color Binding

(F(1,17) = .46, p > .49), nor a Presentation Condition

3 Color Binding interaction (F(2,34) = 2.00, p > .14). Thus, the

right hippocampus was the only brain region whose activation

was not sensitive to variations in response time and in which

color binding effects systematically increased with increasing

representational discontiguity.

Targeted Contrasts

A critical aspect of the above results is that the hippocampus did

not show a color binding effect for combined trials (i.e., there was

no difference in encoding activation between successful and

unsuccessful color binding trials), but an increasingly significant

color binding effect for spatially and spatiotemporally discontig-

uous trials, respectively. However, the omnibus F test that

revealed the right hippocampal cluster is a fairly conservative

statistical assessment, and, theoretically, other hippocampal

clusters might in fact show a color binding effect for combined

trials in a more targeted analysis. Thus, we next assessed

possible color binding effects in the MTL separately for each

presentation condition via directed contrasts (see Experimental

Procedures). Interestingly, no MTL cluster emerged from this

analysis for combined trials, even after relaxing the statistical

threshold to p < .05 (uncorrected), despite the fact that significant

clusters emerged, among others, in prefrontal and ventral

temporal regions (Figure S2A). Conversely, hippocampal clusters
270 Neuron 63, 267–276, July 30, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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that overlapped with the hippocampal region reported above

emerged in the directed contrast for spatiotemporally discontig-

uous trials at p < .001 (Figure S2C), and for spatially discontigu-

ous trials at p < .008 (Figure S2B).

Finally, to formally confirm, via a stringent one-step procedure,

the reliability of hippocampal color binding effects for discontig-

uous but not for already integrated (combined) object/color

presentations, we employed a conjunction analysis (Nichols

et al., 2005). That is, we applied a conjunction of color binding

effects for both spatially and spatiotemporally discontiguous

trials (both directed contrasts thresholded at p < .0316 to result

in a conjoint probability of p < .001) and excluded regions that

would show a color binding effect for combined trials at the

liberal threshold of p < .1. This analysis again revealed a right

hippocampal cluster overlapping with the one reported above

(peak xyz = 27, �12, �21), together with a slightly smaller left

hippocampal cluster (peak xyz = �30, �15, �12). Intriguingly,

when applying the same parametric response latency mask

used above to this conjunction analysis, the bilateral hippo-

campal clusters were the only regions to show a conjoint color

binding effect for discontiguous but not combined trials across

the whole brain (Figure S3). Inclusion of the left hippocampal

cluster into the same type of ANOVA conducted above still

produced the same pattern of results, revealing a main effect

of Color Binding (F(1,17) = 21.56, p < .001) as well as a Presenta-

tion Condition 3 Color Binding interaction (F(2,34) = 4.04,

p < .05), the latter again showing a significant linear term

(F(2,34) = 5.64, p < .05).

In sum, results from our complementary targeted contrast

approach bolstered our results by showing increasingly robust

hippocampal color binding effects for spatially and spatiotempo-

rally discontiguous trials, respectively, but no hippocampal color

binding effect for combined trials even at markedly relaxed

statistical thresholds.

Specificity to Associative Binding

One remaining question is whether the hippocampus shows

differential encoding effects across presentation conditions for

successful memory formation in general, or, as we hypothesized,

whether this pattern is specific to the actual associative binding of

the discontiguous episodic elements. To address this question,

we examined whether the factor Presentation Condition affected

successful non-associative object encoding, i.e., successful

encoding of the object irrespective of the associative binding of

the color, in a similar way. In order to assess potentially differen-

tial object encoding effects, we separately modeled, for each

presentation condition, trials for which the object was later mis-

classified as new (subsequent misses) and trials for which the

object was later correctly classified as old (subsequent hits,

collapsed across successful and unsuccessful color binding).

Note that two participants had to be excluded from this analysis

for providing an insufficient number of miss trials for each presen-

tation condition. The corresponding beta weights were then

extracted from the hippocampal cluster emerging from the

omnibus F test reported above and subjected to a repeated-

measures ANOVA, including the factors Object Encoding

(successful, unsuccessful) and Presentation Condition (combined,

spatially discontiguous and spatiotemporally discontiguous). Criti-

cally,weobservednomaineffectofObject Encoding (F(1,15)= .70,
p > .41), nor an Object Encoding 3 Presentation Condition inter-

action (F(2,30) = .59, p > .55). Thus, the pattern of differential

hippocampal encoding effects as a function of representational

discontiguity was specific to the successful binding of the asso-

ciated color. It should also be noted that the same pattern of

results was obtained when separating subsequent hits into

object only trials (subsequent hits, unsuccessful color binding)

and object and color trials (subsequent hits, successful color

binding) trials. Comparing subsequent misses to either of these

trials resulted in no main effect of Object Encoding (both

Fs(1,15) < 2.30, p > .14), nor an Object Encoding 3 Presentation

Condition interaction (both Fs(2,30) < 1.89, p > .16).

Finally, to ensure that the lack of a (differential) object encod-

ing effect in the hippocampus was not the result of poor overall

power to detect such an effect in our design, we assessed

whether other MTL regions showed object encoding effects.

To this end, we applied a directed contrast to reveal regions

that show enhanced activation for successful object encoding

(subsequent hits, collapsed across successful and unsuccessful

color binding) compared to unsuccessful object encoding (sub-

sequent misses), irrespective of presentation condition. The only

MTL clusters emerging from this analysis were located in MTL

cortex, including a cluster in perirhinal cortex (PrC) both in the

left (peak xyz = �27, �6, �39) and the right (peak xyz = 30,

�3, �42) hemisphere (Figure 3A), as well as a slightly more

posterior cluster in the left hemisphere extending toward entorhi-

nal cortex (peak xyz = �21, �9, �27). We limit our subsequent

analysis to the two clusters located within PrC, but it should be

mentioned that the pattern of results remains unchanged when

also including the more posterior left cluster. Critically, despite

(1) showing a strong main effect of Object Encoding (F(1,15) =

16.65, p < .001) and (2) the effect sizes for successful object

encoding being significantly greater than zero for all three

presentation conditions (all ts > 2.63, p < .05, collapsed across

hemispheres, Figure 3B), there was no Object Encoding 3 Pre-

sentation Condition or Object Encoding 3 Presentation Condi-

tion 3 Hemisphere interaction in PrC (both Fs(2,30) < .31, p >

.73). Since this study is targeted at the role of the hippocampus

in memory formation, we defer a more exhaustive presentation

and discussion of the pattern in PrC to the Supplemental Data

(Figure S4). Importantly, the results from the nonassociative

object encoding analysis suggest that the pattern of differential

hippocampal encoding effects as a function of representational

discontiguity was indeed specific to associative object/color

binding and was not driven by a globally enhanced involvement

of the hippocampus in episodic encoding during discontiguous

trials.

DISCUSSION

Our current data suggest that a core mnemonic function of the

hippocampus is the capacity to bridge representational gaps

between elements of our experiences. We presented an object

and an associated color in three different ways (Figure 1A),

systematically controlling the level of spatiotemporal discontigu-

ity between these elements (combined, spatially discontiguous,

spatiotemporally discontiguous). As the target object and the

associated color were presented across increasing gaps in
Neuron 63, 267–276, July 30, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 271
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space and time (from combined to spatially discontiguous to

spatiotemporally discontiguous), hippocampal engagement for

successfully binding these elements into an associative memory

trace likewise increased (Figure 2B). Importantly, this differential

binding effect was observed in the same episodic memory para-

digm, where the encoding task (plausibility judgments), the type

of association (object/color binding) and subsequent memory

(high confidence color memory) were held constant.

An important potential caveat is that above and beyond the

level of representational discontiguity (increasing gaps across

space and time), our presentation conditions may differ along

other dimensions such as mere task difficulty. Differential hippo-

campal engagement for successful color binding might thus

reflect increasing levels of attention or working memory efforts

for discontiguous trials. However, our data argue against this

possibility in several ways. First, the critical measure in this study

was the magnitude of the color binding effect across presenta-

tion conditions, i.e., the difference in encoding activation during

successful compared to unsuccessful color binding. In other

words, this measure is derived from the color binding effect

within each presentation condition and thus controls for global

effects such as different levels of difficulty or different timing

parameters across presentation conditions. Second, behavioral

data showed not only that subsequent memory performance

(correct object and color memory) did not differ across presenta-

tion conditions (Table 3), but there was no difference in the dura-

tion participants spent on successful compared to unsuccessful

color binding trials across presentation conditions (Table 2).

Third, we restricted our fMRI analysis, via an exclusive masking

procedure, to regions that were insensitive to trial-by-trial varia-

Figure 3. Object Encoding in the Perirhinal Cortex

(A) Medial temporal lobe clusters revealing global object

encoding effects across presentation conditions.

(B) The effect of successful object encoding (arbitrary units; B

successful – B unsuccessful) in the perirhinal cortex is insen-

sitive to the presentation condition (data collapsed across

left and right clusters). Error bars show standard error of the

mean.

(C) Complementary peristimulus time courses are shown for

each presentation condition during successful (solid lines)

and unsuccessful (dashed lines) object encoding trials (data

collapsed across left and right clusters). C, combined trials;

Sd, spatially discontiguous trials; STd, spatiotemporally

discontiguous trials; *p < .05.

tions in response latencies for the plausibility judg-

ments. Although this analysis identified a network

of fronto-parietal regions (Figure S1) previously

shown to track working memory load and attention

demands (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; D’Espo-

sito et al., 1995, 1998; Ravizza et al., 2004; Smith

and Jonides, 1999; Wager and Smith, 2003), the

hippocampus did not emerge in this analysis even

at a strongly reduced statistical threshold. This is

consistent with previous work showing that hippo-

campal engagement tracks success rather than

effort during both episodic encoding (Reber et al.,

2002) and retrieval (Dobbins et al., 2003). Finally,

we found that differential encoding effects in the hippocampus

across presentation conditions were specific to the binding of

the target object and the associated color and were not seen

for (nonassociative) object encoding. This again suggests that

the pattern we observed in the hippocampus was not due to

global features of discontiguous trials such as potentially

different working memory loads. In order to ensure that the

lack of (differential) object encoding effects in the hippocampus

was not due to reduced power for detecting such effects in our

paradigm, we tested whether other MTL regions may show

object encoding effects. Indeed, robust effects of successful

object encoding—unaffected by presentation condition—were

observed in the perirhinal cortex (Figure 3), consistent with

a role of this region in object or item memory (Aggleton and

Brown, 2005; Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Davachi, 2006;

Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Meunier et al., 1993; Murray and Bus-

sey, 1999) (see Supplemental Data for more exhaustive discus-

sion of PrC effects in our study). In sum, we suggest that

increasing engagement of the hippocampus during successful

color binding across presentation conditions was driven by the

increasing demand to integrate the target object and the associ-

ated color across representational gaps.

How does the proposed role of the hippocampus in mnemon-

ically overcoming representational discontiguities relate to prev-

alent models of hippocampal function? For example, the rela-

tional memory framework put forth by Cohen and Eichenbaum

(Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993) highlights specific characteris-

tics of memory traces mediated by the hippocampus, particu-

larly their flexibility, i.e., access to a memory trace through

multiple cues or by virtue of inference (Eichenbaum, 2004;
272 Neuron 63, 267–276, July 30, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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Eichenbaum et al., 1992). Similarly, recent neuroimaging studies

in humans showing that hippocampal engagement specifically

predicts later memory for contextual/source information (Dava-

chi et al., 2003; Kensinger and Schacter, 2006; Ranganath

et al., 2004) have lead to the notion that the hippocampal binding

mechanisms support recollection- rather than familiarity-based

recognition (Diana et al., 2007; Eichenbaum et al., 2007),

a long-held distinction regarding different phenomenological

qualities of episodic memory traces (Jacoby, 1991; Mandler,

1980). Our current data, however, rather than emphasizing char-

acteristics of the mnemonic output mediated by the hippo-

campus (e.g., as being flexible or as mediating recollection),

show how characteristics of the informational input and the

ensuing demands on integration directly modulate hippocampal

engagement during successful memory formation. In particular,

holding the quality of the output, i.e., the resulting memory trace

(as assessed via performance scores and confidence ratings),

constant, we show that engagement of the hippocampus in

associative encoding is contingent on the need to overcome

representational gaps across the episodic elements. When

speaking of characteristics of the encoding input, we want to

emphasize that we do not suggest that hippocampal engage-

ment is restricted to a specific stimulus domain, e.g., spatial

versus nonspatial stimuli (Bird and Burgess, 2008). Not only

have we provided recent evidence for domain-generality of

hippocampal encoding operations (Staresina and Davachi,

2008), but all three presentation conditions in our current para-

digm consisted of the same stimulus types, namely an object

and an associated color. Instead, we refer to the characteristics

of the encoding input with respect to representational disconti-

guity, i.e., the format of the to-be-encoded event details and

the ensuing extent to which these details have to be integrated

across gaps in our experience. We would argue that this idea

is consistent with the frameworks described above, but empha-

sizes the characteristics of the encoding input rather than those

of the mnemonic product.

Focusing on the need to integrate disparate elements of an

experience during memory formation, the current findings on

the function of the hippocampus contrast with those from other

recent animal work and neuroimaging in humans that have

tended to focus on integration across already formed memories,

potentially mediated by retrieval. Specifically, the hippocampus

has been previously implicated in sequence disambiguation of

already learned sequences (Agster et al., 2002; Fortin et al.,

2002; Kumaran and Maguire, 2006) and in making inferences

across memories with overlapping elements (Heckers et al.,

2004; Preston et al., 2004; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008).

However, these experiments highlight the capability of hippo-

campal processing in pattern separation in order to keep similar

sequences distinct and in the ability to treat overlapping

elements as potential links across memories. Thus, the present

work is complementary to these findings in that our results focus

on how episodic elements are experienced during the initial

encounter, and not on the flexibility of memory per se once those

memories are already formed.

Finally, if hippocampal involvement during successful memory

formation is modulated by the need to integrate information

across representational gaps, a strong prediction of these data
is that the role of the hippocampus in associative memory forma-

tion might be diminished when the criterial information is experi-

enced in an integrated fashion. Indeed, not only did we not

observe hippocampal color binding effects in the combined

presentation condition in our current study (Figures 2B and

S2), but a survey of other recent fMRI studies in humans

suggests that when episodic elements do not have to be inte-

grated across representational gaps, subsequent memory for

those elements may not elicit enhanced hippocampal engage-

ment during encoding (Cansino et al., 2002; Eldridge et al.,

2005; Tendolkar et al., 2007). Of course, caution is warranted

in interpreting null effects and given that the involvement of

a region or the putative lack thereof is always a consequence

of statistical thresholding in fMRI data, our results do not allow

for strong conclusions on whether or not the hippocampus is ulti-

mately needed for binding episodic elements that are experi-

enced in an integrated fashion. Instead, we can only assert

that the hippocampus is differentially more engaged during

successful associative encoding of representationally discontig-

uous elements. However, stronger inferences on the necessity of

the hippocampus for binding integrated versus discontiguous

elements have been derived from lesion studies in animal models

and from neuropsychological data in humans. For example, as

previously mentioned, lesion studies in rats have shown that

the hippocampus is needed for spatial navigation when perfor-

mance can be guided by a spatial distribution of contextual

cues, but not—analogous to the combined object/color presen-

tation in our current paradigm—by the same cues when they are

clustered and overlap (Eichenbaum et al., 1990; O’Keefe and

Conway, 1980). Moreover, the critical role of the hippocampus

in trace conditioning has recently been shown to be diminished

when the conditioned stimulus (CS) is re-presented at the onset

of the unconditioned stimulus (US) and their temporal contiguity

is thus restored (Bangasser et al., 2006). Finally, neuropsycho-

logical studies in humans show that patients with hippocampal

damage are, relative to controls, dramatically impaired in asso-

ciative word-word learning when the two words are unrelated

or separated by a sentence frame, but not when the same two

words are shown as a compound representation (Giovanello

et al., 2006; Quamme et al., 2007). Together, these data from

animal and human studies suggest that while the hippocampus

is needed to mnemonically overcome discontiguities in space

or time, its role may be diminished when the same information

is presented in an integrated fashion.

In sum, using an experimental paradigm that controls for

potentially confounding effects of stimulus domain, task

demands and subsequent memory, we here show that the

contribution of the human hippocampus to associative memory

formation is systematically modulated by the level of spatiotem-

poral discontiguity across episodic elements.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

Eighteen (ten female) right-handed native English speakers with normal or cor-

rected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment (mean age: 24 years,

range: 18–34). Informed consent was obtained in a manner approved by the

institutional review board at New York University and participants were paid

for their participation.
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Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of 450 grayscale object images, 300 of which served as

study items and 150 of which served as lures during a recognition memory test.

The 300 study items were divided into three sets of 100 items per presentation

condition (see below) that were evenly assigned to the colors blue, green, red

and brown (25 trials per color). The stimulus material was counterbalanced so

that across participants, every object was shown with every color during each

presentation condition and was used both as a study item and as a lure for the

subsequent recognition memory test.

Procedure

For each scanned encoding trial, participants were presented with an object

and an associated color. Participants were instructed to imagine the given

object in the associated color in real life/nature and to rate the plausibility of

that particular object/color combination, with the response options being

‘‘plausible high,’’ ‘‘plausible medium,’’ and ‘‘plausible low.’’ Reponses were

given via a magnet-compatible button box placed under the participant’s

left hand. Importantly, participants were instructed to press a separate button

in case they could not perform the task on a given trial, be it because they did

not recognize the object or could not imagine the object in the given color.

Those trials, as well as trials for which no response was given by the end of

the trial, were excluded from all further analyses.

The critical manipulation in this experiment was the way in which the target

object and the associated color were visually presented. On combined presen-

tations, the object was presented in the given color and was surrounded by

a transparent frame. On spatially discontiguous presentations, the object

was presented in grayscale and was surrounded by a colored frame. Finally,

on spatiotemporally discontiguous presentations, the trial started with a

500 ms presentation of the color frame only, followed by a 500 ms delay

interval (blank screen), followed again by a 3000 ms presentation of a grayscale

object surrounded by a transparent frame.

Following the encoding session, participants were given an unscanned and

self-paced surprise recognition memory test, consisting of all 300 previously

presented objects as well 150 novel objects (lures). First, participants were

instructed to indicate whether the object was old (presented during the encod-

ing session) or new (not presented during the encoding session). For objects

endorsed as old, participants were then asked to indicate the color with which

the object was associated during encoding and to rate their confidence in their

color response (high, low, guess). This testing protocol was instrumental to

back-sort the scanned encoding trials not only based on successful and

unsuccessful object encoding, but also and more importantly based on failure

and success of incorporating the color into an episodic memory trace.

MRI Scanning and Data Analysis

The scanned encoding portion of the experiment was divided into two runs.

400 volumes were acquired in each run (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, 35 slices

oriented perpendicular to the hippocampal axis, 3 3 3 3 3 mm voxel size,

0.6 mm interslice gap). Encoding trials were intermixed with an active, senso-

rimotor baseline task (‘‘arrows-task’’; Stark and Squire, 2001). Arrows that

randomly pointed to the left or to the right for 1 s were repeatedly presented

for the length of a baseline trial (2–12 s), and subjects had to press the left

middle finger key if the arrow pointed to the left and the left index finger key

if it pointed to the right. The sequence of encoding trials of each presentation

condition (combined, spatially discontiguous, and spatiotemporally discontig-

uous presentations) and of variable duration baseline trials was pseudo-

random and optimized for rapid event-related fMRI (Dale, 1999).

Statistical analysis of fMRI data was performed using the general linear

model (GLM) implemented in SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive

Neurology, London). For each presentation condition, encoding trials were first

separated into successful color binding trials (objects subsequently recog-

nized and eliciting high confidence correct color memory responses) and

unsuccessful color binding trials (objects subsequently recognized and elicit-

ing guess or low confidence incorrect color memory responses). Successful

and unsuccessful object/color encoding trials were modeled as boxcar events

spanning the entire trial period. It should be noted that we also modeled, in

a separate analysis, the spatiotemporally discontiguous trials as 3 s events

spanning only the trial period after object onset. However, as the critical statis-
274 Neuron 63, 267–276, July 30, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
tical comparisons first derive the magnitude of successful encoding effects

(successful minus unsuccessful) within each presentation condition, differ-

ences in the length of the modeled trial period should not affect the subsequent

comparisons of effects across presentation conditions. Indeed, all results

showed exactly the same pattern irrespective of modeling spatiotemporally

discontiguous trials as 3 or 4 s long events, and we chose to report only the

data from modeling all presentation conditions with equal (4 s) duration.

For each of the six conditions of interest (successful and unsuccessful color

binding for each of the three presentation conditions), the corresponding

boxcar events were then convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response

function along with its first-order temporal derivative and entered as regres-

sors into a fixed-effects GLM, together with nuisance regressors modeling

session means and scanner drift. Parameter estimates (beta weights) for

each condition of interest were derived for each participant and carried

forward to a second-level group analysis. Here, individual participants’ beta

weights for the six conditions of interest were entered into a repeated-

measures ANOVA, corrected for nonsphericity and for correlated repeated-

measures. The omnibus F test as well as the subsequent directed contrasts

described above were conducted within this whole-brain ANOVA model.

For the directed color binding contrasts, a weight of +1 was assigned to

successful color binding trials, and a weight of �1 to unsuccessful color

binding trials. This was done separately for each presentation condition, while

successful and unsuccessful color binding trials from the remaining two

presentation conditions were excluded from the contrast analysis by assigning

weights of 0. To reveal regions involved during (nonassociative) object encod-

ing irrespective of presentation condition, a weight of +1 was assigned to

successful object encoding trials, and a weight of �1 to unsuccessful object

encoding trials across all presentation conditions. To mask out regions from

the omnibus F test that would show an inverse memory effect, a directed

contrast was applied that assigned a weight of +1 to unsuccessful color

binding trials in each presentation condition, and a corresponding weight of

�1 to successful color binding trials. The resulting statistical map was again

liberally thresholded at p < .1 (uncorrected, no minimum cluster size required).

For the parametric response latency analysis described above, the parametric

effect across presentation conditions was first derived for each participant,

and the resulting maps were carried forward to the second level via a one-

sample t test comparing the group effect size to zero.

Unless otherwise noted, statistical significance for all mapwise analyses

within the SPM approach was assessed at five contiguous voxels exceeding

an uncorrected threshold of p < .001. Voxel coordinates are reported in Mon-

treal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Although all statistical analyses were

conducted on subject-specific beta weights, we additionally present the

deconvolved BOLD time courses for each condition to provide a complemen-

tary illustration of the data. Time course data were extracted using the

MarsBaR toolbox (Brett et al., 2002).

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Supplemental Data include four figures and Supplemental Discussion and can

be found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/neuron/supplemental/

S0896-6273(09)00473-5.
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